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This book is geared for younger adolescent boys, and it is extremely thorough at educating them

about the process of puberty for boys and, to a lesser extent, girls. It frankly discusses every issue

of sexuality that I can think of off the top of my head--how it happens, with whom it happens (straight

& gay), what it feels like, what can result from it (pregnancy and STDs in detail) and how to have it

as safely as possible. It may be more realistic than some books in assuming that the majority of

teenagers will be sexually active, and some readers might even feel as though it pushes that

perspective. I was particularly struck by the phrasing in one section discussing the way peer

pressure can push people into having sex too early. Paraphrasing, it said something to the effect

that "Young teenagers may not feel ready." There seems to me a little subtle pressure there for

older teenagers, as though they ought to be over that.I bought the book to read to my 8-year-old,

who like many boys these days is maturing more rapidly than his ancestors. He is a little younger

than the target audience, but we've always been frank with him about his body and felt that the

majority of this book would be well within his grasp. I must give the book great praise for the way it

describes maturation. It covers topics that I doubt my husband and I would ever have thought about

in terms of the growth and changes in the body and the mind. (Puberty is a fading memory for us at

this point.) Any boy who has been exposed to this material should be well-prepared to deal with the

surprises that nature throws at him. Further, it arms him with the information he needs about how to



ask if he isn't--how to talk to parents, how to talk to doctors.I must warn parents, though, that this is

probably not a manual you should just hand to your son unless you feel you're already very open in

discussing the trickier aspects of sex--not the how, but the why and when. There's a wealth of

information here that could easily overwhelm a boy, and while the authors do try to include the

emotional context I think the inevitable reduction of the act to its mechanics may not adequately

prepare our sons for the less tangible results of entering into sexual relationships. Even if you do

believe your boy is able to process this independently, however, you should probably read through it

first. This book will probably not be pleasing to very conservative families, and some of the material

may be challenging even for less conservative households.

I ordered several books of this type for my 11 year-old and read them all cover-to-cover. This is the

best of the bunch in it's coverage of diverse topics and its practical, non-techinical tone. As a mom, I

especially liked the section which throoughly explained the ramifications of an unwanted pregnancy.

In contrast, the book "Asking About Sex and Growing Up" dealt with pregnancy via sections such as

"Why would a girl let herself get pregnant?" (sometimes a girl secretly wants to get pregnant...) and

"What happens when a girl gets pregnant?" (she may be upset for a long time afterward.) This isn't

how I want my son to understand his role. "What's Going on Down There" gets my top grade.

I ordered this book along with a similar one for girls for my 10 year old daughter. Her book fit her

age perfectly, but this one was too advanced for my son who was 9 at the time. It talks about things

that (in my opinion) a 9 or 10 year old shouldn't know about yet. He hasn't been allowed to read it

yet because knowing my son as I do, he would use the information in it as gossipy talk amongst his

friends and it would be a joke to him. I wanted to introduce them to the changes that will soon be

affecting their bodies, but for my son, it went way beyond explaining puberty...it went into sex,

masturbation, homosexual relationships...these things are far too advanced for my son. The book

would be excellent for a 12 to 14 year old as it has many funny cartoons and explainations that

would make it easier to understand and less secretive and less likely to embarrass. It is a great

book, but because of the fact that it said it was for ages 9 and up, I assumed that it wouldn't be quite

so detailed and descriptive, and that it would deal more with bodily changes instead of relationships

and sex and such as that.

I purchased this book for my friends son who is 13 years old and before giving it to her I read

through it myself. All of the information is very important (12+ years old) and can help educate



young boys to make decisions based on knowledge they obtained before there is a problem rather

than after, like what I went through when I was growing up and I'm sure countless others have that

did not have the benefit and knowledge in this book.So many people in our world today say "kids

don't need to know much about sex until they're adults", with the rise of STD's & un-planned

teenage pregnancies it's obvious that kids will do many things behind their parents back including

engaging in sex at an early age, so those who have prescribed to this rational really should re-think

their position. When it comes to sex, an educated teenager will make a better choice than one who

is purposely kept in the dark because of his parents "Fear". If you're a parent and you don't know

how to talk to your son about puberty and sex or don't feel comfortable doing it but want to make

sure he stays healthy and doesn't ruin his life by becoming a teenage father or worse because of

ignorance, then by all means get this book. Read it and then give it to him with love. He'll never

forget how much it helped him growing up, trust me.P.S. I love  and have been using this site for

many years but this is the first time I've ever wrote a review. I figure this book is worth it and it's my

way of giving back to the community for all of the reviews others have written over the years that

have been so very helpful.
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